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This Little Light of Mine
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This Little Light of Mine

A glimmer of  light peeped through the half-drawn curtains of  Mel’s room. 
There was not a sound but the morning birds’ chirping.

In the descant of  the blue birds’ melody, a craggy snort upset the pristine 
timbre, like the wind tossing a pile of  leaves on the ground. Mel opened his 
eyes to greet the world with a sheepish look and an unrestrained yawn. His 
feet touched the soft ground where vermilion leaves swirled round his bare 
feet. 

“Ehh, wait,” Mel paused, “Is this another one of  my quirky dreams?”

Mel found himself  in the depths of  a coniferous forest, with the canopy 
shedding its autumn robe. The towering trees competed for the bliss of  the 
sunlight but permitted a radiant path of  light to filter through to the forest 
grounds.

The craggy snort sounded again. Mel turned.

“Night fury?!” Mel exclaimed, half  in ebullience, half  in incredulity.

“Oh well, let’s just have fun, it’s been a while since I’ve had such cool dreams 
anyway!” Mel thought to himself.

“Yosh!” said Mel congenially as he stepped towards the midnight-blue dragon 
which peered at Mel curiously from its curled up position.

The dragon gave an insecure grin, squinting one of  its eyes and baring a 
number of  teeth.

“Ok this is awkward,” Mel hesitated. 

“But it’s a dream so I’m gonna play with my Night Fury!” Mel beamed as he 
tenderly laid his hand on the dragon’s head to stroke him a few times.

Before long, the two dream mates had become close friends. So they set out 
on what would seem to be a thrilling odyssey. 

Night Fury took to the skies, with Mel clinging onto his back. Swift and 
graceful, Fury pranced through the azure playground, like a dolphin 
spiralling in the deep. Mel reached for the firmament. He could feel the 
clouds rushing by as tiny water droplets crystallised gently on his skin. His 
dreams had come true. 
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“Crack!!!” The sky turned a tenebrous dark grey as it brandished a streak of  
lightning. Powerful gusts of  wind launched themselves at the duo. Night Fury 
screeched and started hurtling left and right. 

“Calm down Fury. Careful!” Mel shouted, tugging at Fury’s wings to coax him 
to better control his flight trajectory.

To no avail, Fury collided with a tree and the two companions plummeted to 
the ground, with Fury taking the brunt of  it. 

As Mel lay on the frigid hard ground, with the pallid crescent moon shining 
languidly in the speckled skies, he noticed a bright beacon of  light looming 
over the edge of  the distant mountains. Ominous clouds, like viscous slime, 
drifted across the skies. Something seemed surreal – or unreal – about 
everything. The entire space he was in was like an enclosure of  sorts. Or 
a dome, a dome of  forsaken dreams. But there had to be an exit lurking 
somewhere. Mel shuddered. The cold wind invaded his scanty RJ shorts and 
simple t-shirt.   Placing his arms around his torso, Mel warmed himself  with 
his light energy. As his healing powers relieved him, he strained to lift his 
aching body, breathing in the strangely stale air.

 

“This is no dream, Mel.” 

“This is what it is. What you see is what you get. Hahahaha” a baritone voice 
reverberated throughout the fields, breaking the steely silence of  the night.

Startled, Mel looked around to see who had spoken.
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“Over here Mel,” the voice now revealing its owner.

“Dream from Sandman?” Mel gasped, flabbergasted. “Now, could this be a 
nightmare?”

“Did somebody say Nightmare?” Questioned “Dream”, with a sinister grin.

“Here, how about this mare! Watch it gallop through the night! Now isn’t 
this a sparkling nightmare ehh?” “Dream” conjured a female horse with a 
Prussian blue flame for a tail and directed it to knock and trample over Mel 
who writhed in pain.

“Heh, I know you got that silly little healing light of  yours, but this could 
just be the Dream of  the Endless, Endless pain!! Hahahahaha.” “Dream” 
bellowed menacingly.

“You’re not Dream, Dream wouldn’t talk like that!” a piqued Mel yelled.

“Hahahaha, very astute Mel. I am Arkosis, the Dream Weaver. And you 
wouldn’t want to dream on it,” now revealing his true form as the indistinct 
murky contours of  his form shifted into place.

Mel’s eyes widened. He had heard from Soo about this Dream Weaver. Yes, 
this being was Soo’s nemesis. “But what is he doing here with me?” Mel 
thought, his heart palpitating in a frenzy.

“What do you want?! I know who you are. And I know Soo has defeated you 
before so you are no threat,” Mel endeavoured to speak firmly.

“Ouch. Me, no threat? Hahahaha. And Soo defeat me? Hah! Child, you are 
so easily mistaken. A foolish dreamer you are. Don’t you see, in dreams there 
is continuity. And with that continuity, plans are woven into a fine web that is 
gossamer and delicate but really, simply inescapable!!! Hahahaha,” the Weaver 
chortled on.

Mel could hear Night Fury wailing in the background. He scrambled to his 
feet. But before he could turn around, a bolt of  cerulean energy swiped him 
to the ground again. 

“Ooops, didn’t mean to do that. Was just testing. Hahahaha,” the Weaver 
laughed to himself.

“You see Mel, I leeched on Soo’s fears. But dreams aren’t all about fear, are 
they? Yes, they are about imagination too. Ahhh, and that’s where you come 
in. A boy full of  imagination and dreams. Combine imagination with fear, 
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and you’ll get a new concoction. Hmmm, delicious ain’t it. I can just smell it 
already! Hahahaha!”

“Wait, so there are two levels of  your powers. At the base level you use 
imagination to warp people’s dreams. And then you require the element of  
fear to attack your victims. So what makes me different from Soo or anybody 
for that matter if  we assume that the imagination factor originates from your 
warping of  the dream space itself ?”

“Hah. Smarty pants lawyer. How snide of  you to analyse things here. You 
don’t need to know what you don’t deserve to know. All will come to past. In 
due time. ”

Mel propped himself  up once more and clenched his fists which glowed 
furiously with light energy. With sharp alacrity, he shot them across the field 
but only to be completely shielded by the Weaver who dismissed it with a flick 
of  his fingers.

“Enough games! Let’s see how you fare in complete darkness. Come, show 
me what your imagination can do,” said the Weaver as he readied himself  to 
cast a spell.

A black hole gushed forth from the earth beneath Mel’s feet and it siphoned 
him into a portal of  seemingly pure darkness – endless swirls of  darkness.

Mel was afraid. He could feel something eliciting all his fears from within. All 
joy had sunk into the abyss. He started to wonder how Soo had handled this. 
He wondered and hoped that he too, could surpass this himself. But how? His 
hands could barely ignite the littlest ray of  light. His limbs went numb and his 
body felt like a wreck.

But Mel knew he had to try. He knew most of  this madness was just his 
imagination. It was nothing but a dream, a really bad dream. And the void 
he felt within himself  was temporal; it was not meant to be. All he had to do 
was somehow shine his light to penetrate through this mindless darkness. Mel 
asked God for that strength. That in such a dismal and desperate time, God 
could be his light who shone through him. And so with greater confidence 
and holding his hands close to his chest, Mel took a deep breath and 
channelled all energy to the palm of  his hands.

Like water which spills through the tiny crack of  a dam but persists till the 
mighty walls collapse, the little light which illuminated Mel’s hands (and 
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soon body) seared through the darkness. And soon Mel gained control of  
his body as he blotted out the darkness and returned to the field where he 
previously was.

“Impressive, but not astounding,” said the Weaver with a smirk, “Now let me 
welcome your dear friend Soo here.”

In an instant, Soo appeared standing on the grass patch beside Mel.

“Remember Mel, don’t let him fool you with his silly tricks. Focus. It can be 
done,” Soo said.

“Ahhh silence! Behold, beyond your wildest imaginations!” the Weaver 
whipped up his left hand as fumes of  energy spilled forth towards Soo’s 
position.

Soo was transformed into a huge cockroach!

Mel was truly irked by that sight. It was something really bewildering.

“Change him back now! This is not funny!!” Mel shouted vociferously.

“Ahhh ahh, I’m not done yet!” and the Weaver clicked his finger and another 
burst of  energy swirled around Mel.

Mel turned into a little mouse.

“Now Soo, let’s play, Mouse Hunt!! Hahahaha!!” Get him!!!!!” the Weaver 
guffawed.

Mel immediately scampered across the fields as the cockroach chased after 
him. Mel knew that was not Soo. The Weaver just wanted him to believe that 
he was. But what was he to do with a huge-ass cockroach three times his size 
charging after him? He was soon running out of  breath. He had to think. 
Chancing upon a pile of  rocks and stones, Mel hurried up to the top and 
mustering all the leg muscle power in the mouse he then embodied, he kicked 
over a stone which tumbled right onto the cockroach’s leg, stalling its advance. 
Mel then returned to his proper form.

“Ohhhhh, look what you’ve done, Mel. You’ve injured your poor friend,” said 
the Weaver as he revealed an injured Soo.

Mel promptly used his powers to heal Soo of  his badly scathed leg.

“Now it’s enough games Weaver! Let us out of  this now!” Mel yelled, 
infuriated.
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“Or what, you’ll turn me into a slice of  cheese? Hah. Obviously not. You 
can’t do that! Hahahaha.”

“So you want to play imagination right? Alright, let’s have a deal. You can 
have your imaginary play-toys and I’ll have mine to summon as well.”

“Hah! A bold move indeed. What makes you think you can win? But fine, I 
would like to see what you can think up anyway. Go ahead, imagine what you 
wish.”

The weaver engulfed the land with a flash of  energy.

“I shall call upon my community of  Leaven of  God to aid me! And of  course 
I heal Night Fury,” Mel declared.

And so LOG appeared on the battle field, as one community. 

“How charming! Let’s see how you puny kids handle my army of  warriors 
and stags!” The Weaver laughed as he summoned waves of  stallion beasts, 
shrouded in mystic energies, some of  which had wings and flew and soldiers 
armed with sturdy swords and shields.

“Be not afraid, I go before you always!” Raphael called out to LOG.

Dom gave a battle cry.

“Siao, please focus....ahhh!” Von shouted out as the horde closed in.

Dom and Nigel barraged through the horde, bashing and severely slashing 
at the enemy ranks. Rapahel smashed the ground and seismic waves erupted 
upon the enemy soldiers which fell like dominoes. Jess summoned bolts of  
lightning, frying the flying adversaries one by one. 

While LOG’s powers were strong, the enemy’s strength was in numbers. 

The dark soldiers, undaunted in their sheer numbers, launched onslaught after 
onslaught against the resilient fighters of  LOG. Like piranha fish swarming 
their prey, the dark soldiers throttled even Nigel and Dom as they struggled to 
break loose. The flying minions had muddied the skies till Jess and the flyers 
could hardly tell what was coming. It was not long before they were struck to 
the earth. And poor Mel hurried around the field, healing whoever he could, 
gasping heavily as the channelling of  energy drained him. He did not know 
how much longer he could last.
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“It’s no use, the waves are endless!!” Swee hollered, “We need to stop the 
Weaver himself!”

“But how do we even get close to him?” Tang shouted out while pummelling 
a drone into the ground with a waterfall move.

“Andrew!!!” Swee cried out, “tele to the Weaver and just whack him hard!”

“Yes Sir,” Andrew replied.

Andrew then teleported towards the Weaver in the distance who was 
seemingly preoccupied with summoning his units. Just as Andrew emerged, 
he was instantaneously immobilised, with half  his body trapped in his 
teleporting portal.

“Oh darn it!” Andrew exclaimed in utter exasperation.

“Didn’t imagine that coming did you?” the Weaver scoffed.

“Andrew’s down!”

“Now what?”

“Those who can just charge through! I will hold the rest up here!”

Voices cried out in fluster.

Mel, nearly out of  breath, was smitten by an enemy’s maul. With the 
community’s healer down, Mel could only feel the jolts in his heart as he 
watched his fellow community members become overwhelmed by the enemy 
forces. And one by one, they fell.

“Wait a minute,” Mel thought to himself, “all this is all part of  my 
imagination. Shouldn’t winning rest with my imagination? But what do I 
imagine. What can my light energy do?”

As Mel lay in the stillness of  the heat of  the battle, a prompting came to him 
as he stared at the same beacon of  light in the distance which seemed to be 
beckoning him. Mel’s eyes glowed with a realisation. He had found a way out. 

Mel turned to God. He knew the light of  Christ could lift them all from 
battle. And yes, God was the one being the Weaver could not possibly 
imagine nor fathom. Mel knew God had bestowed upon him a gift, the 
gift to heal others with his light energies and to strengthen them. Now was 
the perfect time to let God shine. He could probably do things beyond his 
normal imaginings on this battle arena.
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Calling upon Night Fury, Mel mounted him and bathing themselves in his 
light energy, they pelted through the enemy files which were tossed into 
the air likes eggs on a frying pan. At the apex of  their flight, Mel imagined 
God granting him additional strength and powers to bathe all Loggers in his 
light energy to heal them and augment their powers. And so he did and they 
received and it was good. But the main threat remained. 

“Soo come here!” Mel yelled, “You’ve defeated him before right? Now I will 
make it easier for you to do so by augmenting your powers. Subdue him with 
your webs and I will give him one good blast!”

“Got it!” Soo replied unfalteringly.

 “Kong clear a path for Soo now!”

“Okay!” Kong replied.

Amidst the furore of  the battle, Kong shot a beam of  energy right through 
the enemy formation for which Soo sprinted through while preparing his 
ultimate taser webs. 

“Do you remember how these feel like?” Soo mocked the Weaver.

Soo plastered the Weaver’s eyes with two rounds of  webs so he could not 
see and wrapped the Weaver’s hands so he could not summon. And lastly, 
Soo tied the Weaver down to the ground so he could not move. The Weaver 
writhed in pain as the electric shocks from the webs got to him.

 “Now Mel!!” exclaimed Soo. 

Mel focused all his heart and mind into emitting that one blast to take the 
Weaver out and end this nightmare. A blinding beam, so luminous that all 
were halted dazzled, dashed through the air, across the field and landed square 
on the Weaver’s chest. The weaver screamed as his very essence in the dream 
arena shook with fear. And within moments, the Weaver dissipated, and so 
did his army. Mel knew he would take him out. He believed he would. And he 
did. It dawned upon Mel what his power of  light was all about and what he 
was made for.

“This is only the beginning, fool. You cannot possibly comprehend. 
Hahahaha,” the Weaver muttered as he faded.

Mel could care less. He knew he had won. For now, at least. He turned to his 
community members who waved jubilantly at him as their figures attenuated 
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like shimmering sands being washed upon along the shoreline.

“Eeeeiiooooo,” Night Fury squealed from behind.

“I’ll definitely miss you Night Fury. Will try to dream of  you again. No 
promises though. But you’ve been a goooooood dragon” Mel affirmed Night 
Fury, caressing his wings.

Mel cuddled under Night Fury’s wing, a lambent light shining in his right 
hand. Night Fury gave a slight whine, or more of  a fatigued squeak. 

“Look at the stars, they’re so nice,” Mel remarked, a smile glistening across his 
face. No response was heard.

Mel glanced at Night Fury. He was tearing.

“I never thought I would make a dragon cry,” Mel mused.

Mel then realised the dream was ending. He sighed. It would be yet another 
busy day. But that did not matter too much. For that day a battle had been 
won. And an important realisation had been obtained. That even with super 
powers, everything was given by God and only through God could battles be 
won. God had given everyone different gifts to win the battles that cross their 
path. Mel had been given this little light. He would let it shine.

“Ehhhhh!” Mel yelped.

Night Fury had begun messing and frolicking with Mel’s hair.

“Careful your claws, ahhhhhh!”

Mel opened his eyes and jumped in his bed. It was Dom, who was meddling 
with his hair while looking right into his eyes. 

“Poof!”

“Your rainbow unicorn is here!” announced Andrew as he materialized out of  
thin air squatting in front of  Mel with cake on hand.

Before Mel could respond, a loud ring resounded through the room. It was 
Von’s supersonic voice. And the flying peeps made their swift entrance from 
the window.
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“Happy Birthday to you! Happy Birthday to you! Happy Birthday to Mel! 
Happy Birthday to You! May the good Lord bless you! May the good Lord 
bless you! May the good Lord bless Mel! May the good Lord bless –” 
Everyone paused.

Jess flashed a lightning across the sky.

“Waaa” commented Jes in a sheepish tone. 

“Quick! Mel! Light your cake and then this celebration 
can be gloriously complete! Soo exclaimed loudly.

“Waa Soo ahhh, your voice so loud!” Mel frowned 
slightly.

“Faster la! We all in awkward positions, wait the neighbours see!” Soo 
retorted.

And so Mel, using his index finger, delicately lit all twenty-four candles on his 
cake. Nice and beautiful it was. 

“Haha sorry to trouble you to light it Mel, Liver’s flames were too big, scared 
burn the whole cake,” Greg chuckled, unveiling his former invisible self  from 
behind the curtains.

Mel closed his eyes to make his private wish. Silently, he said a short and 
simple prayer as the lacunae of  his heart were filled with a benevolent 
warmth. Whether he had special powers or not did not change the power of  
that warmth he experienced. He knew what to wish for. And he was grateful 
to God.

“Quick Brenna! Go read his mind to know what he wished for!” Soo said, 
giggling uncontrollably.

“Ehh it’s private!!” Mel shouted, beaming a light at Soo’s face.

Brenna winked at Mel, as if  she already knew what he wished for without 
having to read his mind. She told him not to worry. 

“May the good Lord bless you!!!!!” Everyone completed the song.

So Mel smiled to himself  and made his wish as he blew off  the candles. Jes 
took a picture and everyone applauded. 

“Ok come, let’s take a picture everyone. It’s ok I now have very long hands so 
can easily zi pai,” Jes called out.
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Nigel placed his arms around the base of  the colossal bed as he lifted it. 
Everyone began to lose their balance.

SNAP!

(If  this were a clip the frame would freeze and the credits would roll, playing the song, 
“This Little Light of  Mine”)

Happy Birthday Mel!!!!! =)
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Mel
• Light manipulation, including projection of  

concussive & blinding light blasts. 
• Ability to cast Holy Light which grants the 

ability to augment others’ abilities, heal injuries 
comprising damage due to concussive forces, 
drainage of  energy, and to a small extent to 
accelerate healing. 

Soo
• Web-based powers – ability to shoot “taser webs 

“ that possess high tensile strength and emit 
bioelectrical shockwaves which cause shock/stun 
upon impact

• Biologically-enhanced agility

Swee
• Conversion of  Solar energy into laser projection or 

concussive photon beams. 
• With armour equipped: Flight, energy projection, 

durability, enhanced strength.

Jes
• Superhuman Elasticity
• Superhuman Malleability & Durability

Andrew
• Teleportation
• Enhanced agility

Jess
• Electricity manipulation, including controlling, 

charging & creating force fields
• Ability to summon lightning
• Flight through electromagnetic manipulation.

Von
• Supersonic sound energy projection, capable of  

decimating matter and causing disorientation in 
living things. 

• Supersonic resonance grants flight
• Heightened sense of  sound
• Ability to understand and speak to many animals

Greg
• Ability to harness cosmic energy to surround 

himself  with  a psionplasmic exo-skeleton, 
granting:

• Flight
• Invisibility
• Power projections of  certain forms
• Enhanced armour

Liver
• Pyrokinesis
• Superhuman Strength

Poey
• Superhuman speed
• Superhuman Reflexes
• Accelerated bodily system processes

Dom
• Superhuman agility
• Natural affinity with metal, having ability 

to form synergies with it, i.e. amalgamating 
&  bathing metal with the energy to perform 
powerful strikes

• Wears claws

Tang
• Hydro-manipulation – ability to control 

moisture, including:
• Translocation
• Condensation, 
• Hydro-blasts

Maryanne
• Chlorokinesis - ability to manipulate movement 

of  plants
• Also able to harness energy from within plants/

vegetation to create plasmic energies, weapon 
forms, gases, camouflage, defenses.

• Immunity to gas attacks

Alex
• Ability to control the wind, creating powerful 

tornados and other such effects
• Flight

Raphael
• Seismic wave generation (in addition this can be 

applied through solid objects such as walls)
• Superhuman strength

Nigel
• Superhuman strength
• Healing factor and regeneration
• Hardened skin

Brenna
• Telepathy
• Psionic projection 

Kong
• Energy manipulation and projection.
• Energy control which allows using energy 

defensively as well. 
• Can surround body with energy, allowing flight

List of  Superpowers for your reference (As of  November 14, 2013)
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